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In the realm of professional off-road 
racing, Brad Lovell has enjoyed a 

remarkable level of success, demonstra
ting a heroic versatility in the diverse 

forms of his sport. From rockcrawling to 
desert racing to short-course off-road 
racing to Pike’s Peak Hill Climb, Lovell’s 
ability to adapt to new topography and 

overcome new challenges is impressive.



In 2009 the Team Lovell brothers were declared 
Dirt Sports Rock Racers of the Year. In 2012, 
Brad Lovell again earned recognition as Dirt 
Sports Driver of the Year. He’s been a leader or 
champion in every kind of off-road series and 
event imaginable, including the SCORE Baja 1000, 
TORC Pro-Light Champion, Ultra 4 Pro Series 
Champion and six rockcrawling championships. 

We asked Brad to share some of his experiences. 
Here’s what he had to say.

4Low: When did you first become interested in rock crawling?

Brad Lovell: I have always been interested in rockcrawling and challenging 
myself off-road. I can remember being a kid in the back of my dad’s Bronco 
wanting him to take us on rough roads in the Colorado mountains. Once my 
brother and I got our driver’s licenses, it was game on. We explored the back-
country for a solid decade honing our skills before we entered our first rock-
crawl. I guess it paid off because we started winning events right out of the box. 

4Low: When you were a kid, what were the first “racing” types of things you 
did?

BL: The only distinct impression racing had on me as a kid was watching tro-
phy trucks race the Baja 1000 on TV. I wanted to do it so badly but realized 
it was nearly an impossible goal. I designed and built all kinds of RC cars 
and airplanes as a kid. When I turned 16 I tinkered with my Ford Ranger 
and built all kinds of modifications I couldn’t afford to buy. My desire to get 
behind the wheel came from wanting to explore the Colorado and Utah back-
country. Eventually, my entry into racing came from a want to challenge myself 
and design vehicles at the highest levels. I was not a fearless kid wanting to go 
fast. 
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you did?

BL: The only distinct impression racing had on me as a kid was watch-
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4Low: The Pike’s Peak Hill Climb is very different from rockcrawling. 
What are the similarities and the differences with regard to the lubricants 
you select and why?

BL: Any time you put a vehicle in extreme conditions, you will find a fail-
ure point. In rockcrawling we worry a lot less about heat but more about 
shock loading gears and the hydraulic wedge that AMSOIL Severe Gear 
provides. On Pike’s Peak, we would choose the thinnest gear oil possible to 
get the most horsepower to the tires, but need to worry about heat genera-
tion and the stability of the oil. We have put AMSOIL lubricants through 
just about every extreme possible over the last 10 years. To me it just 
comes down to trust, and we know that it will work. 

4Low: Have you ever gotten your truck stuck in a situation where you ab-
solutely couldn’t get out? What did you do?

BL: We have never gotten in a situation that we couldn’t get out of. I’ve 
surely been in some tight spots, but off-roading and rockcrawling are about 
self-reliance. You go prepared and with people you trust. Sometimes it has 
taken all night and sometimes its been uncomfortable, but we have always 
gotten everything home. 

4Low: What’s the most beautiful area that you have explored with your 
rockcrawler?

BL: There are a lot of rockcrawling trails and a lot of beautiful places in 
the world, and it makes something pretty special when the two are com-
bined. Mt. Blanca in Colorado is one of those magical places. The trail 
starts on the valley floor in the desert, works its way through pine forests 
and eventually ends at an alpine lake. You need to have some good equip-
ment and talent to make it up the road and the reward is a remarkable 
alpine valley surrounded by 14,000 foot peaks. Really amazing! 

4Low: Does your rockcrawler have a name?

BL: My 1988 Ford Ranger that I got when I was 16 was named Besse. It 
evolved into our first-generation rockcrawler. We eventually sold it after 
we built our current rockcrawler. It doesn’t have a name but it does have a 
soul. The connection between man and machine cannot be taken lightly. 

4Low:  When AMSOIL first became involved with you, I was impressed by 
the caliber of your team. Who are the other members and what are their 
various roles?

BL: At this point, the team takes work from many people. My brother and 
I own it, so obviously he is key to the success. My wife was at our first rock-
crawl and has actively supported us ever since. My mom and stepdad go to 
nearly all our races and help with food and logistics. Our full-time mechan-
ic, Josh, has been keeping the trucks in top order and fellow rock racer JT 
Taylor has been my spotter and advisor for the last five years. Past that we 
have an army of volunteers who keep us going. I am continually humbled 
by the support and passion that everyone has shown over the years. It re-
flects the passion and quality of the AMSOIL brand. 

4Low: When you have such limited visibility, one would assume the driver 
needs to trust his spotter. What are some of the decisions a spotter must 
make in rock-climbing situations, especially competitions?

BL: I think the reason that Roger and I have done so well as a team is be-
cause we have been recreational four-wheeling for decades. We can com-
municate on a seamless level and that translates directly to the placement 
of the truck. Communication and trust in a spotter is key. So many times I 
have felt wrong about what Roger is telling me, but it always works out. 

       



The AMSOIL Products 
Brad Lovell Uses and Why
We have been running the same proven products from 
AMSOIL for a decade now. The products we use regularly 
include the following.

Dominator® 15W-50 Synthetic Motor Oil – This oil gives 
us the performance and viscosity we need to turn 9,000 
rpm. 

Torque Drive® Synthetic Automatic Transmission Fluid -- 
We have run this up to 375°F without transmission failure. 

Synthetic Manual Transmission and Transaxle Gear Lube -- 
We run this in the transfer case and forget about it. It lasts, 
forever even in the harshest conditions.

Severe Gear® SAE 250 Synthetic Gear Lube -- AMSOIL 
makes the best gear lube for rockcrawling and racing. We 
can see the difference in reliability and wear. The SAE 250 
offers maximum viscosity, which creates a thick hydraulic 
wedge and reduces hammering on the face of the gear. 

Synthetic Tractor/Hydraulic Transmission Oil -- This is 
the best solution for extreme power steering needs. We 
changed to it years ago and saw an instant improvement in 
the reliability of our power steering pumps. 

Series 600 High Performance DOT 4 Brake Fluid -- We 
have tested the most expensive brake fluids trying to com-
pensate for brakes overheating and boiling the fluid. All 
brake fluid will boil, but the Series 600 comes back sooner 
after boiling. That means a lot in a performance situation! 

EA Racing Air Filters -- Keeping dust out of the engine is 
extremely important for us. AMSOIL EA filters keep sig-
nificantly more dust and dirt out of the engine than other 
brands, which claim high air flow rates. Those high flow 
rates mean larger voids, which let debris through and short-
en the engine live. We have seen the proof inside the en-
gine. 
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